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The Rubens Studio and the ‘Drunken Silenus supported by Satyrs’

Larry Keith

Since its acquisition in 1871, the National Gallery's ‘Drunken Silenus supported by Satyrs’ (NG 853) has prompted considerable discussion of both its authorship and its relationship to the production of the Rubens studio. A number of theories have been advanced in support of a wide range of attributions, including the suggestions that it is an essentially autograph Rubens, a collaboration of Van Dyck, Snijders and others following a design by Rubens, or a largely anonymous studio collaboration (note 1). The recent restoration of the picture in the Conservation Department has allowed the opportunity to consider the questions surrounding its authorship and execution afresh in the context of a collaborative technical investigation with the Scientific Department (note 2).

The organisation and functioning of the Rubens studio have always been key issues in the consideration of his output, and have remained so from the artist's own time throughout the subsequent history of Rubens scholarship (note 3). Enough contemporary documentation exists, including documentation on individual paintings (much of which has come from Rubens's own correspondence) as well as more general descriptive evidence, to construct a reasonably broad outline of his studio's workings. There has, however, always been a certain tension between Rubens scholars who favour an extraordinarily prolific genius, and those who have seen a highly systematic and streamlined factory-like production of paintings. An exact definition will probably always be somewhat elusive, not least because of the fundamentally different idea of authorship, more focused on the invention or conception of an image and therefore less precise about its actual execution, found in much seventeenth-century painting (note 4).

Nonetheless it seems clear that Rubens set about creating a large studio with many assistants, no doubt in some degree influenced by examples he had seen in his Italian travels, as he established his practice in Antwerp in 1609. Although his position as a painter at the court of the Spanish Netherlands exempted him from the normal practice of registering his assistants with the Guild of Saint Luke, some idea of the scale of his operation is indicated by the fact that by 1611 he wrote of the necessity of refusing more than one hundred applications from hopeful students (note 5).

The assistants in the studio ranged from relatively unformed students to semi-independent collaborators employed as specialist painters of specific compositional elements such as animals, landscape, or still-life elements, while at least one artist, Anthony van Dyck, eventually enjoyed even more independent authority for the supervision of specific projects (note 6). In general, however, Rubens's assistants were more commonly engaged in providing copies and replicas of finished paintings, or in the enlargement or preliminary laying-in of compositions previously executed by Rubens in drawings or more worked-up oil sketches – preparatory work which was corrected or finished in varying degrees by Rubens himself in the final full-scale painting. This sort of division of labour was practised quite openly by the studio, and afforded Rubens a great amount of flexibility; the extent of his participation on any one project often depended on the importance or cost of the commission. In his famous letter of 28 April 1618 to Sir Dudley Carleton, the English connoisseur and ambassador to The Hague, Rubens outlined the different degrees of his participation on a given painting, and by extension the commensurate range of price. He also gave Carleton more specific examples of collaborative effort, describing in the same letter his ‘Prometheus Bound’ of 1618, now in the Philadelphia Museum of Art, as a wholly autograph work with the exception of the eagle, which was painted by Frans Snijders, and a scene of leopards, nymphs and satyrs as being entirely by his hand 'except a most beautiful landscape, done by a master skilful in that department'. But of ‘Achilles discovered among the Daughters of Lycomedes’, he says that it was painted by his assistant and retouched by himself (note 7). Dr Otto Sperling, visiting the studio around 1620, gave a more general description of what presumably was also a common practice, the execution of a commission with a significantly smaller degree of participation by Rubens in the painting process:

‘We saw a vast room without windows, but lighted by a large opening in the ceiling. There were gathered a good number of young painters who worked on different pieces of which Rubens had given them a chalk drawing touched here and there with colours. The young men had to completely execute these paintings, which were then finished off with line and colour by Rubens himself.’ (note 8)

This description accords well with the tradition behind the accounts given by Bellori, de Piles and Sandrart, all of which were written in the late seventeenth century and all of which describe a systematic use of assistants for copying and underpainting in the Rubens studio (note 9).

The various attributions given to the National Gallery ‘Drunken Silenus’ effectively cover the range of possibilities for Rubens's own participation in the painting as described by himself and his contemporaries; scholars have quite sensibly followed the documented categories as guides for the evaluation of relatively undocumented works like the National Gallery picture. This evaluation was formerly based almost entirely on traditional art-historical concepts of stylistic affinities as determined by the connoisseurship of the viewer, but in recent decades more technical information has played a larger part in the formation of an attribution (note 10). The recent examination of the ‘Silenus’, which has made use of analytical techniques not available for earlier studies, has provided additional relevant, if not conclusive, information, and itself raises interesting questions concerning the still-evolving relationship between more objective data and aesthetic judgement.

The picture was painted over a double ground, comprising a grey oil-paint layer of lead white and lampblack over a lower layer of chalk in oil (note 11). The grey tone provided by the ground was used extensively in the final painting, either completely covered or thinly veiled; it provides the basic colour for Silenus' beard and sideburns, and is only slightly worked over in the fur trim of the cloak over Silenus' legs. Perhaps less deliberately, it is also visible between numerous painted contours, for example between the young bacchante's right armpit matter had a deep and highly personal significance for Rubens (note 15), although all that can be conclusively demonstrated is that he gave great attention to the panel, expanding the original half-length format in a series of stages to arrive at the final composition in a manner similar to that of his 'Watering Place' (NG 4815) or ‘Sunset Landscape with a Shepherd and his Flock’ (NG 2924) or the Prado ‘Three Graces (note 16).’ Like ‘Het Steen’, the Munich ‘Drunken Silenus’ was in the artist's possession at his death (note 17). Significantly for an understanding of the London picture, the Munich painting and its preparatory material were of major importance for the artist whom Rubens himself described as his best follower (‘il meglior mio discepolo’), Anthony van Dyck (note 18).

The exact date of Van Dyck's entry into the Rubens studio is uncertain (note 19), but the two first met in 1613 when Van Dyck was fourteen years old. By 1618, having worked for some time in the studio, Van Dyck was established as an independent master, although he maintained close collaboration with Rubens until his departure for Italy in October 1621 (note 20). He was entrusted with an unusually high degree of responsibility, as is shown in a contract of 1620 in which he was given the main supervisory role for the execution of a series of thirty-nine paintings based on Rubens's designs for the ceiling of the Jesuit Church in Antwerp (note 21).

Apart from his documented participation in various forms of collaborative effort within Rubens's studio, Van Dyck was also given the principal role in a number of commissions that were later extensively retouched by Rubens, such as the Prado ‘Achilles discovered among the Daughters of Lycomedes’ (note 22). He also habitually made his own more freely developed representations of subject paintings produced by Rubens, including ‘Moses and the Brazen Serpent, Susannah and the Elders, Saint Sebastian bound for Martyrdom, Samson and Delilah’, the ‘Drunken Silenus’ and a series of ‘Apostles’.

Van Dyck is generally agreed to be the painter of at least three versions of the Silenus subject: a now-destroyed ‘Drunken Silenus’ formerly in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin, the ‘Drunken Silenus with Faun and Bacchante’ in the Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, and the ‘Drunken Silenus’ now in the Gemäldegalerie, Dresden. The Dresden version, recently dated to c.1620–1, is based on the first unexpanded version of Rubens's Munich picture; the Brussels picture is dated slightly earlier (note 23).

It is reasonable also to include the National Gallery ‘Drunken Silenus’ among the group of paintings largely or entirely made by Van Dyck. The fact that it is loosely based on the backward leaning figure in the Chantilly drawing is entirely consistent with the principal artist drawing inspiration from the range of sources at hand in the studio. Furthermore, the type, flesh tones, and general tonality of the young bacchante of the London ‘Silenus’ are strikingly similar to the Delilah figure in Van Dyck's Dulwich ‘Samson and Delilah’. Other critics have seen Van Dyck's style as being particularly evident in the head of the pipe player and satyr at right (note 24). The distinctive hatched working of flesh paint throughout the picture is also clearly evident in Van Dyck's ‘Study Head of an Old Man with a White Beard’ in New York (note 25), which also bears a remarkable similarity in the handling of the modelling of the eyes and eye sockets (here unfaded).

The argument for the principal authorship of Van Dyck rests on a combination of different kinds of evidence, much of which is circumstantial. The very nature of the Rubens studio, with its streamlined production and group participation, meant that painting techniques and materials were also largely uniform, which inevitably limits the ability of technical study to inform specific attributional questions. Knowledge of technique is of great importance, however, in understanding how these works were painted, if not always by whom, and gives some insight into the working dynamic among the members of the studio. In the absence of firm documentation, individual attributions continue to rely heavily on traditional style-based Morellian connoisseurship. When used together, however, both technical information and aesthetic judgements can aid the understanding of works like the ‘Drunken Silenus’; and the present study is therefore underpinned by a wider range of information than was available earlier. If in the end we are still unsure of the finer points of authorship of parts of the painting, we can reflect that present uncertainty undoubtedly echoes that of some of Rubens's patrons and contemporaries.
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